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ABSTRACT
Our earlier result on A^0^ ^^Eual' ;i's con^^rrae^  by recalculating this
ratio using the background field method. The relation between the scales of 
Hamiltonian and Euclidian SU(N) lattice gauge theory is also determined. We 
obtained
.1 d ft . t .1 att . 
H / E 0.968 e
0.5495
N 0.91, 
0. 84,
N=3
N=2.
It is in strong disagreement with the numbers previously used in the litera­
ture. It is argued that the strong coupling expansions for the string tension 
should be carefully reanalyzed.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Была определена связь и в квантовой хромодина­
мике на решетке. Результаты:
Klatt-/К Е ' М О М - 83.4 SU(3)
A latt./ A latt. _ 0 '91 su(3)
KIVONAT
Meghatároztuk és A^aít" arányokat rács QCD-ben.
Eredményeink:
f.l'CL'bfc» /»
hE / KMOM = 83.4 SU(3)
Alatt.H / Л
latt. 
E 0. 91 SU(3)
INTRODUCTION
Dimensional quantities obtained in QCD in different regularization 
schemes can be compared if the relation between the correspondig A parameters 
is known. The available perturbative and non-perturbative results can be 
unified by calculating the relation between the scales of Euclidian lattice 
QCD the Hamiltonian lattice formulation (\^att') and of the con­
tinuum formulation (A^°W for instanced.Feynman gauge
Calculating the two- and three- point functions at the one loop level on 
an Euclidian lattice the ratio A^°^ /A^aii‘ has been determined by us [1].
The procedure was rather involved therefore the result required an independent 
confirmation. The errors in direct Monte-Carlo simulations were too large to 
be conclusive in this respect [2]. In a recent paper [3] Dashen and Gross re­
calculated this ratio in a simpler way using the background field method [4]. 
Their final result was in slight (5%) disagreement with our numbers.
Subsequently Gross determined ’/hlatt ’ [5]. This ratio is the
tl и
bridge between the Hamiltonian strong coupling results [6-8 ] v.s. Euclidian 
MC simulations [9-13] and strong coupling expansions [14]. Using this number 
the string tension extracted from Hamiltonian strong coupling expansions has 
been compared with the Euclidian results [7,8]. The numbers were found to be 
consistent.
_ , , . . ,. . .MOM ,.latt. , .In order to resolve the discrepancy concerning A /A^ , we have cal­
culated this ratio again, using the background field technique of Ref. [3].
We have found errors in [3]. Correcting them, we reproduced our original num­
bers. These points and some general questions concerning the background field 
method will be discused in Section I.
We have also determined A^ai /h^ .att‘ (Sect. II). Our result is in com­
plete disagreement with that obtained previously by Gross [5]. As we do not 
know any details of his calculation, we could not find the reason. We note 
that the MC simulations in SU(2) by Kuti, Polónyi and Szlachányi [12] in­
dicated ' / hlatt' a 1, which is consistent with our number.tl Lj
If our result is correct, it would necessitate a reanalysis of the 
Hamiltonian strong coupling expansions of the string tension. We believe 
however, that a critical reanalysis of the strong coupling results is necess­
ary anyhow both in the Hamiltonian and in the Euclidian formulations. Some 
arguments will be given in Section III.
2SECTION I: DETERMINATION OF AM °M / A Í a t t ‘t. g. b
Let us consider the action S(A .) of the fields A .. Let us shift theъ ъ
field A. by a classical background field W.: A. = W. + a., and expand thei. г г г
action in terms of the quantum fields a^. Consider the terms quadratic in 
a: Sgfa , W . It is a trivial combinatorics to show that all irreducible tree 
and one-loop diagrams are correctly generated by S&^(W) defined as
-S(W)r -S (dj W)
** e Da e = dm e e . (1)
Let us denote the effective actions of an SU(N) gauge theory in a given
gauge by (Wa) and (Wa) in schemes (1) and (2) respectively. We
eff У eff У
shall use the background gauge. As we shall see, in the background gauge
S ... (Wa) is a gauge invariant functional of Ua . On the other hand, it is 
eff y a M (1) a (2) aassured by renormalizability that AS „„ (W ) - S ( W ) - S __ (W ) is lo- 1 x eff У eff у eff у
cal. Therefore, in the background gauge AS „„ is a local, gauge invariant ex-eJ T
pression of the background fields, and in the infinite cut-off limit it should 
have the form
iSeff = 7 f ** E ' С ' "  • [ “ Г-- Г “  * » I • (21" • v  t sn) a(2) J
а
The condition AS ~~(Wa) = 0 gives the relation between the coupling con-
eff у
stants of schemes (1) and (2) (s^  - 1 in this gauge), giving the relation be­
tween the Л parameters
26.
\(1)/А(г)
2
g(l)
2
9 (2 )
26.
(3)
We shall follow the notation of Ref. [3]. The lattice gauge variable is 
parametrized as*
U
igaa (x)
xу ж+у U
( o ) (o) iaW (x) , У
X j X + y *  X,X+]i (4)
where a is the lattice distance. The Wilson action is expanded up to second 
order in the quantum fields Ta. It is to be completed by the gauge
fixing term and by the ghost action. The corresponding equations in Ref. [3] 
contain several misprints therefore we thought it useful to give these equa­
tions here.
*This parametrization is different from that A = W + a discussed before,* у у у
but the coefficient of the corresponding extra terms in the quadratic action 
is zero if the background field satisfies the classical equations of mo­
tions .
- 3 -
The gauge fixing term in the background gauge is
> _ - a’ Z Trll D(o)a (x)I",gf ~ l,. U h 1 (5)
where
D (o)f(x) У J
,(o)
у
1 lu+(o) f(x-v) y(°)a \ x~v,x x-y , X
a [u(o)1 x,x+y f ( X+\l) u*(o)X, x+y - f(x)\.
(6)
The ghost action has the form
4S , = a • 2 Z Z Trqhy x У
D(v0)<\>(x)\ \D..$(x) (7)
where D is the covariant derivative with -*U in Eq. (6) and ф is the ghost
field. Combining all the terms, the complete action quadratic in the quantum 
fields has the following form*
S 2 fa, Ф; W) = Ssc * S? * S, * Sß * 8gh * S' ,
where
_ 4 ** _ m /пГо7 pJo) .S - a Z Z Tr (D a D a ) , sc , у v у v ■*x y,v
(8a)
_ 4 r 1 4 . _a „a , ,. b . fc. b . b .Sm =-a Z Z -та a (F F ) (А а - Д а  )(Ь а -Д a 7,T 16N x .yv x, yv у v v у у v v уж у,v J
a, i>
(8b)
S. = a4 Z Z ~ Tr (A F J,Л 2 x, yv x.yvж y, V л M
(8c)
where
1X, yv,m ^-2i{2[ai,aii]_+a[av, ^ ojay ]_+a[0iJ|o;av,au ]_ - \ a2 {d{°] au,o[°} a j _ bv' у У VJ у V У У v
SD - a4 Z Z тг Tr (В F J,S ,2 x, yv x.yvx у , v
(8d)
X, yv = -г { a (V D^° ^a ] + a[D^ ° ^ a у v - v у
9^ a4 lX
Z 2 
У
Tr [(D(v°U)*(D(v°U)] ,
1 f _
T -a4 lX
Z
У, v
2a
Tr‘{Fx,uv(aDl°)a^ )
(8e)
}. (8 f)
and F are built up from the background fields W . Sn is in-y x, у v r ^ У 2
variant under the following transformation
u(o> - кгх; ktx+y;x,x+y x,x+y (9a)
*Sy is absent in Ref.[3], However, it does not contribute to the final result.
4a^(x) ■* v(x) V (x) (no inhomogenous term)
ф (x) V(x) ф'(х) V (x)
(9b)
(9c)
where Vlx) £ SU(N). Eq. (9b) and (9c) can be considered as a change of the 
integration variables in the functional integral. Therefore is in­
variant under Eq. (9a) , that is in the background gauge Sß^(W) is a gauge 
invariant functional of the background fields.
According to Eq.(2), it is enough to search for terms proportional to
9
F in the effective action. (We did not check the cancellation of all thex, vjv
unwanted terms. We have done it carefully in Ref.[l] using a different method.) 
We obtained the following results:
,Eual.latt
*eff • = 1 dx L Fa (x)yv
a
40>
- N N2-l 11 1 f *.2 + 72 4 dk3 2 N Ы  (2 т\) J
1
(kk*)‘
_5_
48 ( 2 n;
4
dk
(kk*) 24 (2-n)4
2 if. < Ц +К )ГкУ к*г>a \dk — Л Л. p
(kk Г
(10)
_2_
16
1 2 f---- 4 a
(2 ттГ I
4 (k*-k )2 л
dk — ---v
(fc%*)2
where
л 2 ~ ikua 1 ^ kua лл* f 7*к - - (e y -1), к - - (e M -1 , (kk ) = l к к .  \i a J v a у у U
4
dk =
rnl 4
dk.
The integral
4
dk
-■n/a
1лл
(kk*)'
(11)
is infrared divergent. It is meant (here and in the
following) that the difference between the result of two schemes is taken. 
The equations are written separately only for the reader's convenience. Let 
us take the continuum theory in the Pauli-Villars scheme. It is easy to show 
that
,PV
’e f f = \dx 1 К и Гж;)2{ ~ ^  ■ К\ Ц  - 1~4 \ dk — rrll1 u V  UV ' 14g\y [1Z (2tt) 4 jy (k2)2 JJ
a
(12)
The finite difference between the infrared integrals is given by
<*■">pV
- 4  I( 2t\ )q J
4
dk
(kk*)‘ (k2)2
Iff it'
In 2 2 a m ■)*
(13)
0.015847 +
5where m is the PV regulator mass. Calculating the remaining finite integrals 
we obtained:
_Eual.latt. „PV
eff ~beff
4
dx YUj v
a
(Fa )\iV
- [-in (a‘ m)
96 it
3iг
1IN*
+ 3. 7053
(14)
This is slightly different from the result in Eq.(4.10) of Ref.[3]. The 
difference comes from the value of in --- (in the notation of Ref.[3]),
 ^ zm
which is correctly
Í4dx Z (Fa )2 [0.0131 + —  in (та) ].
p,V *V 96ъ 11
a
Our result implies 9
Sir2
ш/ц1'(Х'Ь'Ь. . л л л 1 1 N I 1 r lApy/AE = 40. 66 e . (15)
MOMFinally, Apv should be connected with Ap . Celmaster and Gonsalves 
obtained [15]*:
hF°.g/hDR = ?- 692> (16)
therefore we need the relation between the scales of PV regularization and 
dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction. In Ref. [3] this ratio 
has been taken over from 't Hooft [16 J, but this number is incorrect. Using 
the same background field method applied before it can be shown that
(-X in 4v
YEuler
^PV^DR
132‘ (17)
In deriving this result one should remember the triviality: Y 6 - n | П п
U
n dimensions. In the language of Ref. [16], the difference comes from two 
sources. In order to arrive to Eq.(13.5) of Ref.[16] one starts from
к к к к ц у р а
,.2 (к + 2 4и„>
(с q +q q +q а ) "рУ^ро °рр^УО ироаур
1
24 1--п (п-4)
4
dk
2 2гк ;
..2^ 2.4(к *ио)
(18)
*We have checked this number and agree.
б5 í ^  (k^ ) ^The term - -?-z(n-4) dk — 5-- 5— - gives a finite contribution, which just
1г (кг + \\гГо
cancels the term -5/12 in Eq.(13.7) of [16]. On the other hand in n dimen­
sions the number of gauge field components is n, while the number of real 
ghost fields is always 2. Therefore, the usual simplifying argument saying 
that in the background gauge the ghost contribution just cancels one half of
the contribution from £ Tr(D a D a 7 is not exactly true, but there is an, у v u v JJy,v
extra contribution*. This is the source of the term 6/132 in Eq.(17).
(We note, that the correct connecting factor in Eq.(17) resolves the 
appearant discrepancy between the results of Ref.s [16] and [17]. Shore cal­
culated the one loop corrections around an instanton directly in n dimen­
sions using dimensional regularization. His result is in agreement with that 
derived in the Pauli-Villars scheme by 't Hooft [16], if the connecting factor 
of Eq. (17) is used.)
Combining Eq.s (15), (16) and (17) one obtains
.MOM ,.Zatt. 
h.g./kE = 112.5 e
г и
11n ‘ 83. 4,
57. 4,
N=3, 
N=2}
(19)
in agreement with the result of Ref.[l] within the accuracy of the calcula­
tion.
SECTION II: DE TE RMI NA TI ON OF h l* tb'
Consider Wilson's action on a symmetric (hypercubic) lattice with lattice 
distance a. If a is small (g„ is small) we know the relation between a and
hj l, & is
g : it is given by the equation ’ = const.
Let us fix the lattice distance along the directions 1, 2, 3 (a^-a^=as=a, 
a is small, but fixed) and decrease it along the fourth direction:
—  E C + "• How should we change the coupling constant in order to keep the
a 4
physics unchanged? We must allow the couplings to be different for plaquettes 
lying in the г ,4 or in the i,k planes:
L l L . + 3 E Z L.t . i4 s . , кгJ x г x г>к
(20 )
where
L - Tr (1-U U U+ U+ ) + h.c. ,yv XsX+\i X+\itX+\i+\) x+v, x+v+v x,x+v
U . = eX, X+\i
га A U X» У (21)
*This point has been observed also in a recent paper by Weisz [18 ] .
7where g'f ф if C t i* By tuning two different coupling constants, an
8
Euclidian invariant quantum theory can be defined, which is equivalent to the 
theory on the symmetric lattice with lattice distance a and coupling constant 
g (a is small).
* 2 2 2Our problem is to find the relation between g , g and g . Classically
2 2 2 2 2 t s t,
9t - 9е з 98 = 9e• For small g£ we have
Л  = "T + °t * 0(g2E }>
9 + 9 E
V Л (23)
■^ = ^2 + °s + 0(gP-
gs gE
These relations are gauge independent. In a Monte Carlo simulation they could 
have been determined even without fixing the gauge.
Let us consider the action in Eq.(20) in the - 0 gauge. It has been 
shown by Creutz [19]* that in the limit this theory can be described by
the following transfer matrix
-о. .H 4 (24)
where
H = 2a dH llinks
■±2
El + ~  l i>k ‘ki gt gs‘
(25)
Apart from the overall factor of H is just the Kogut-Susskind
Hamiltonian. In the continuum limit (a-*0)
1 + 0(gt), (26)
In calculating the spectrum of H the factor — 5- can be replaced by 1.
gs2 s(Similar 0(g) corrections are neglected in the definition of the Л para­
meter, for instance.) In perturbative calculations however, this factor is 
important to restore Lorentz invariance**.
2 2*In Creutz's paper g =g was taken, but it is trivial to correct his final result.Í S
**The presence of this factor has also been observed by J. Shigemitsu et al
[8 ] recently.
By expanding the matrix V in terms of the gauge field variables A ,x у 2 j j У
one can find the classical value of 3 and 3 • 3. = —к- 3 = — я . In theV 8 t u 3 о c,
9 9quantum theory
h" T  «• ß. г 4  I • '“ I
»t »«
8As we neglect 0(g) terms, it is irrelevant which g occurs in the exponent in
O 2 22 g g
Eq.( 2 8 ) г - 4  r Í in this order. The covariant derivative is defined2 _ 2 
gE gE gE
as
D f(x) = —  (U f(x+\i) U+ f(x)).yJ x,x+y J x,x+y
We shall choose the background gauge again:
S 3 . -(o) .2a a . T. Tv (Y. D a ) .
gf 4 x у P P
(29)
(30)
The quadratic action is essentially the same as given by Eq.(8), with the 
only modification that a is replaced by the appropriate a everywhere. In 
the background gauge the effective action is gauge invariant as before. We 
are interested in the £-*■<» limit. In momentum space the integration is over 
an asymetric region:
т/а
( 4 Г iff
dk = dk„
J 4 J J JЛ0 -T/a
ir/a
ÍÍÍ
it/a
d3k. (31)
Let us summarize the results. In the following expressions 1^, I2, I^
and 1^ are simple integrals specified later and determined numerically. Th«
contributions from S_, S., S0 and S +S . . are given as followsT A В sc ghost
-N
4 2j _ ,„a .2 N -1 r
dx .E, (Fik} 2 11>г,к 24 N
(32a)
V
-N
-N
4
dx Y 
i
(Fa. )2 + (Fa г4 4г
dx
г, к ,F°k,s
1 J  l(2v)4 (kk
[ - 4  I
1(2 тгГ J,
V 96 12
4
dk o'
(kk Г
_ L  I + J— I
48 2 32 3
(32b)
Aalt. j->uilt Up from a ancj g in the usual way.
H п
Therefore we get j , 3 j . , « +0
2ß f 2 ~ 2j - -L---1— £
.latt. ,,latt. 0 УE _ “hH /Л£ - e = e (27)
In determining a and ao we follow the method described in the previous 
Section. The gauge variable is parametrized as
iga a , , , , ia W
U = e * V U(o) , U(o) = e V P. (28)x,x+\i x,x+\i x,x+\\
(no sum over y)
9^Symm.lcitt. ^as keen determined before. It can be written as
eff
.Symm.latt. 
’eff 'L I L49e
N -1 11 1
? 7 ? 432ЛГ 7 22712 2kfc*2'
0.010246 (34)
2 2 2Eq.s (33) and (34) give immediately the relation between g‘t, gg and g The 
finite difference of the infrared divergent integrals is given by:
22it2
4
dk 1
AS
лл# 92kkV 2 2 tt 2
4
dk
S
л a « 9
(kk 2
=■ -0.001774. (35)
Let us give now the definition of the integrals and their numerical
values:
Tt/2
I, = 2— 2 3
tt/ 2
Ф 3 И
О
тт/2
J. -- 2V
2 -- 2*2*
<9
7T/2
3
dx a
i
3
dx (1
i
3
dx sin
3
dx sin
. 2 ,7/2гп x •) г 1.19379,
>-J//2 - 0. 91070,
(36)
. 2y s i J J  X,, . 2 ,-3/2гп x .) г 0.10459,
. 2 ■3/2 0.45930.
S :
-n \ L  t l(F° >* * <Fa4 i )Z t ■ -fa I -
1 г
4 (32c)
- # U  £ (Paik>2 yij I4 ,
Ъ у К
S +S , .sc ghost
' " f a  \ + (Fa4i)2][T?6 12 - 72 7 ^ 7  í  dk -
4 %  <32d>
-N dx E (Fí^  ^J88 12 ~ 76 13 ~ 72 ~ ~ 4  dk ,2 ^ *
1 г,к AS (к к ;
There is no relevant one loop contribution from and from the cross terms. 
Collecting everything one obtains:
sAsymm.latt.= ( 4 £ Г (Fa ) 2+ (Fa. .)2 ]\-^ - Л / Ш  ' dk ~ - L _  + * I 1 U
eff . I г4 4г \\4g2^ Vl2 (2v)*Js (kk*)2 144 ^Jj
(33)
. f f  „  / n a  , 2 j  1 J  Н>г-1  T .11 1 f A  1 b T . 1 T  ^ 1 r ]'
+ \dx Z (Fik) I 2 -N , 11* a dk I?* 2 288 J2 48 13 128 T4 J*
1 г,к 4Qs ?’4N (2nJ (kk ) J
10
Using these numbers one obtains;
1
. 2 ~ „ 2 
44  4gE
1 + N[-0.01631 + — --
32 N
49c
~  + N[+0.01707 -
which gives
0. 5496
.la11. ..latt. 
hH / E = 0. 968 e
0. 91, 
0. 84,
N=3,
N=2.
(37)
SECTION III: REMARKS ON THE STRONG COUPLING ANALYSIS' OF THE STRING TENSION
Gross obtained Л\а 11‘/ЛрЯЬt * - 3.01 for N=3 [5]. Using this number con-
П  и
sistency was found between the Hamiltonian and Euclidian results for the 
string tension. Our result is /Л^ , - 0.91.
An obvious possibility is that we are in error. However independently of 
our result, it is hard to believe the numbers extracted from the strong coup­
ling expansions [20].
- The expected presence of the roughening transition [21-23] prevents a 
straightforward Pádé analysis or other extrapolation methods. On the 
other hand the series itself does not seem to be convergent in the 
relevant region.
- The 3 function derived from a 6L order Hamiltonian series tends to
match onto the weak coupling curve. This matching breaks down for
гк
g < 1.05 (y = > 1.28), where the high order terms begin overhelming
9the low order terms [7]. On the other hand the string tension is ex­
tracted from the region 1.35 < у < 1.55.
- From the itl_1 order Hamiltonian expansion /f = С^г> , where c'1 '
is decreasing with i; C^') ~ 180, C"  ^ is estimated to be - 69±15 [7]. 
Therefore G' and are significantly different. However, in the
Euclidian case no such procedure was used [14] and the 12t*1 order re­
sult itself was claimed to be consistent with the MC result. Which of 
the procedures is correct?
After completing our calculation on we received papers con­
sidering this ratio [18,24,25]. Kawai et al. [24] recalculated the two- and 
three-point functions and obtained a result identical to our original num­
bers. Weisz [18] observed one of the errors in Ref.[3]. Both Kawai et al. and 
Weisz completed the result by adding the contribution of fermions. Iwasaki 
[25] presented rather different arguments, which we can not agree with.
11
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